Teams were reached out through email with a link to a surveymonkey, some schools were called in person. Below are the results

Johnson and Wales
- Team size 14
- Part time coach
- Did sail a woman's team
- Looking forward to NE dinghy champs
- Biggest hurdles are attending smaller regattas meant for smaller teams. Tough to compete against the schools with full time coaches and teams of 40+ sailors.

UConn
- 15-20 team size
- Sailed a women's team in Fall 2016
- Looking forward to growing and purchasing a slightly used fleet of FJs
- Biggest hurdles are balancing the club sport aspect of the team which helps with funding from the school with the need to be competitive and move forward as a team in the conference. I think this is more of an internal thing though based on new students who attend UConn and the team rather than an issue that NEISA can help us with.

Wesleyan
- 20 people on the team 10 sailors average at practice
- Part time coach
- Did not sail a women's team in 2017
- Looking forward to more rigorous practices
- Biggest hurdles are team commitment

Providence College
- 40 sailors on the team 8-12 at practice
- Two coaches considered full time
- Did sail a women's team in 2017
- Looking forward to getting ready for the fall season
- Biggest hurdles are communications with other coaches

Conn College
- 25 team members all attend practice
- Full time coach and assistant coach
- Did sail a woman's team
- Looking forward to We are very excited to be hosting Womens ACC's in the fall and Team Race New England's in the spring. We have also purchased a new set of full color sails that have proven to be a better alternative to the standard FJ sails that are in current circulation through college sailing
- Hurdles One of our bigger issues is scheduling our Friday practices/travel plans. In the past year NEISA has gotten better with standardizing report time but until there is a set rule of when Saturday report times have be, it will be hard to have a regular schedule for Fridays

Sacred Heart University
- Team size is 8 total 4 at practice
- Several coaches totaling 1 and ½ full time
- Did not sail a women's team
- Looking forward to building the team
- Hurdles are Commitment and awareness that a team exists.
- NEISA can help with high school recruitment assistance

Brown University
- Team is 30 -40 sailors typically have 15 boats at practice
- Coaches are a full time Head Coach, full time Assistant Coach for practice and weekend coaching, part Assistant Coach for weekends only
- Did sail a women's team in 2017
- Looking forward to edgewood yacht club being finished.

USCGA
- 18 team members who all attend practice regularly
- Two full time coaches
- Did sail a woman's team
- Looking forward to nationals
- Biggest hurdles are military stuff not related to NEISA

Fairfield
- 16 team members total 8 usually attend practice
- Several coaches equaling 1 and ½ full time
- Sailed a woman's team in 2017
- Looking forward to building a more skilled team
- Hurdles are participation in hosted regattas

URI
- 45 team member 30 typically attend practice
- Full time coach and part time practice assistant and weekend coach
- Sailed a women's team in 2017
- Looking forward to going to Coed and women's nationals
- Hurdles are depth with our less skilled sailors